Wild Things Unique Gifts Shop
Open daily, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
No Zoo admission required
Welcome to our smoke free Zoo.
To protect visitors, staff and animals, smoking is prohibited.
All activities subject to change depending on weather and required animal care. Please note, animals occasionally might be taken off exhibit or moved for care or exhibit maintenance.

Zoo hours (October 1 to March 14)
Open daily, 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.
No Zoo admissions required

Welcome to our smoke free Zoo. To protect visitors, staff and animals, smoking is prohibited.
The Zoo is a Sensory inclusive location – See our Visitor Service Team for more information.
All activities subject to change depending on weather and required animal care. Please note, animals occasionally might be taken off exhibit or moved for care or exhibit maintenance.

Masks are recommended indoors, though not mandatory. Please visit assiniboinepark.ca/covid-19 for our current COVID-19 policies.